Replacement Parts Service
For an Imperfect World
There are no emergencies in a perfect
world. Equipment failures are unknown.
Maintenance shutdowns sail by without
a hitch. And, of course, the OEM ships
replacement parts at a moment’s notice.
For those of us who don’t live in a perfect world, responsive service is key to
navigating the challenges of equipment
maintenance. This is why Triosim offers
an extraordinary program for replacement parts.

We do this by answering your calls
twenty-four hours a day, seven days a
week. When time is critical, your order
is expedited in every way possible and
your shipment will be tracked, right up
until the time it arrives safely at your
plant.

Go Further with Triosim

These consignment part boxes are a
convenient and cost effective way of
insuring that maintenance and repairs
are completed efficiently. Parts that are
not used are simply returned to Triosim
and re-stocked at no charge. This enables
us to complete work without delay in
the event of a parts shortage. And, this
allows the customer to either pull from
existing stocks or from our supply, to
avoid depleting the mill’s inventories.
Call on Triosim for any spare parts
requirements and to discuss options
for your mill that will make your
shutdowns run more efficiently.
Triosim Parts are guaranteed 100% for
quality and fit and are manufactured in
the U.S.A.

Consignment Part boxes are a great way to have an
assortment of parts on hand that may be needed at
a moments notice during a maintenance outage.

24 hour call center
Consignment boxes eliminate
long lead times
Only pay for what is consumed

On maintenance shutdowns, at the
request of a customer, Triosim arrives
at the mill site with an assortment of
appropriate parts that, as work and
inspections progress, may be required
to complete maintenance tasks.

Triosim Spare Parts
Gearcases
• Bull Gears & Worm Shafts
• Triosim Premium Oil Seals
• Bronze & Micarta Bushings
• Universal Oil Scrapers
• Helical Gears & Pinions
Triosim Journal Seal
Assemblies
• Replacement Rubbers
• Flush Rings
• Outer Rings

DF-II Assemblies
• UHMW Replaceable Seal
• EPDM Inflatable Seal
• O-Rings
Center Valve Parts
• Solid & Slotted Shoes
• Connection Links
• Knife Holder Blades
Triosim Showers
• Orifices
• Deflection Lips

Inner Bearing Supports &
Carbon Bushing Assemblies
• Bearing Housings, Seals &
Bushings
• Stainless Steel Banding
• DVA Nose Cups & Sleeves
• Drive & Tail Trunnions
• Tail Shafts
• Packing Panels & Followers
• Journal Seal Panels
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